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A whole year is gone. We've worked, travelled, laughed, shared, learnt , discovered

and above all enjoyed every moment of dedication to our project.

Art, History,  Maths, Physics, ICT and English are not only school subjects, but the

tools that have enabled us to dive into the world of castles and ancient customs and

traditons, bringing them back to our present.

Czech Rupublic, Spain,Lithuania and England have already hosted students and

teachers in both TPM and LTT meetings where we've had the opportunity to visit our

partners' schools and towns, enjoy their hospitality  and build bridges of

understanding among our students and families.

In this issue we offer a taste of this rewarding first year.

 

Successfully  accomplished

SNEAK PEEK OF WHAT'S
INSIDE:

Nový Jičín p2
Grado p3
Šilutė p4
Walsall p5



October 2018:
Nový Jičín

Breaking the Ice

In October 2019 Primary School Nový Jičín, Komenského

66 hosted teachers and pupils of partner schools

from Lithuania, Great Britain, Spain, Turkey, Italy and

Romania as part of an international project meeting. The

Czech meeting was the first joint event in the two-year

Erasmus + project entitled “Written in Stone”. Pupils and

teachers spent their first project day in Prague. The

following days, the teams worked on joint activities on

ghost stories, heraldry and tried to create stained

glass. The afternoon program was dedicated to trips to

the surroundings, pupils visited the interactive exhibition

in the Hat Exposition, visited the Štramberk

Trúba, tried baking of Štramberk ears in Mr. Sochy's

bakery, making pottery by Mrs. Horecká and looking for a

treasure in Starý Jičín. Thanks also to Radek

Polách from the Museum of Novojičínsko, who prepared

an interesting lecture on coats of arms and heraldry.

 Many thanks also to the pupils of our school and their

families who took care of foreign students.

 

The project involved: Lucie Bayerová, Eva Scotto, Natália

and Vanesa Jančaříková, Magdalena Davidová, Tomáš

Mateřánka, Iva Horniaková, Denisa Riessová, Marek

Novotný Josef Holáň, Tereza and Kateřina Široká. Natálie

Blažková, Eliška Macečková and Michaela Biskupová also

helped actively throughout the week. The whole project

would also not run smoothly without the activity and

willingness of many teachers of our school.



"It is good for them to open

to the world, with different

cultures and people.",

Carolilna Fernández,

mother 

March 2019:
Grado

A taste of Northern Spain

 

After a very long journey we welcomed our visitors at IES

César Rodríguez, Grado. They had travelled from Nový

Jičín in Czech Republic and Šilutė in Lithuania. We

enjoyed their presentations and showed them our town

by competing in a  gymkhana (treasure hunt) to finally

celebrate  a welcome luch at the school canteen:

delicious local food cooked by our hosting families and

traditional music played and sung by some of our most

talented students: Aida Linde, Jorge González (bagpipe),

Noelia García (drums) and Elvira Fernández (voice).

On the following days students and techers took part in

workshops to bake traditional bread, make badges with

the images of their own coat of arms, use  Celtic knots to

make crafts with the symbols that were used to decorate

weapons, tools or even their own bodies, create quizes

with questions related to the activities that had been

carried out during the previous days, and also comics

based on one of the places they had visited.

We also visited the enchanting town of Salas, with a

medieval essence where we  visited a tower from the 14th

century which is built on the foundations of the Pre-

Romanesque church of San Martin; Valdés Salas Palace

from the 16th century;the marvellous medieval  monastery

of San Salvador in Cornellana; a typical XVII century 

 Asturian house in Bayo; the Ethnographic museum of

Grado; the pre-romanesque palace and church Santa

María del Naranco and San Miguel de Lillo, examples of the

unique Asturian art from the IX century (both UNESCO

World Herigtage buildings) and strolled the streets of

Asturias most important cities: Oviedo and Gijón.

Thanks to all the institutions and people who made it

possible:

Ayuntamiento de Grado

Ayuntamiento de Salas

Hotel restaurante El Campo de Petra

Familia Scechenyi

Marmolería Ángel

Kiosko Trastadas

Families, students and teachers who provided their

warmth and enthusiasm.

 



May 2019: Šilutė
Partners meeting in Lithuania

A delegation of 4 teachers and 10 students from Italy and

Turkey visited Silute Martynas Jankus Basic School in      

 Lithuania on12-18th May, 2019 and accomplished tivities

according to Erasmus+ project "Written in Stone”. As the

previous meetings, all partners seeked to motivate

students’ interest in surrounding environment, our own

and partners’ history, cultural heritage, taught tolerance

to people from other cultures,responsibility and trust

themselves.

Planned educational activities motivated students to

observe, analyse, make conclusions, share ideas and

strategies. The foreign children were hosted in Lithuanian

families and had a great possibility to observe social

relations among family members, and could feel a part of

Lithuanian families as well. The guests were presented

the educational system in Lithuania and Šilute by the

authorities of the town and teachers when visiting

lessons and  Silute Municipality. Lithuanian students

present the history of Šilutė painted on the wall of the

town and enjoyed seeing that the guests recognised some

moments of it after excursion to  H. Šojus Estate. We

searched for the beauty of nature of Lithuania visiting

Ventė horn and ornithological station, The Great Thuja in

Kintai, Aukštumala Swamp Recreational Trail (pedestrian

natural trail at Ruguliai village, on the road Šilutė-

Povilai), Klaipėda seagate, The Dutchman’s  Cap-cliff on

the seaside, Amber museum in Palanga, walked along the

Nemunas-the longest river in Lithuania, and J.

Basanavičius Street up to the sea in Palanga. Italian

and Turkish friends were amazed by the green landscape,

clean and quiet streets.

The introduction with ethnocultural heritage of

Lithuania was presented  via songs and dances when

meeting at school and Rusnė Island‘s Ethnic Culture and

Information Centre, ethnographic Skirvytėlė village and a

privately owned Fisherman's Homestead – Museum. The

acquaintanceship with Lithuania was sweetened tasting

beekeepers’ V. and A. Mockai honey in their provided

educational lesson about old craft- beekeeping.

In addition, the students visited Klaipėda „Roshen“

confectionery factory and even made candies themselves.

The visitors had to use all their senses when

touching, smelling, tasting the pieces and pills of amber

and listening to its disseminated sound  in educational

activity “Features of Amber” in Palanga. A painful past of

Lithuania was remembered in Bunkers of “Molotov line”

in Giruliai. Close company when playing and spending

warm evenings together joined children more closely. The

meeting was “crowned” by friendly basketball match at

school sportsground and farewell party at school hall. 

Seven days of the meeting melted in one glance.

Tears when saying goodbye revealed the truth- the

project was a real success: we made new friends and

spent great time. Unforgettable moments will be written

into our memories.

 



September 2019:
Walsall

An inside look into life in the castle

Barr Beacon hosted 19 teachers and 10 students from

around Europe for the next phase of our ‘Written in Stone’

project.  The 10 students (5 from Italy and 5 from Spain)

were joined by teachers from all European countries

involved in the project to meet and discuss future tasks

and visits in the coming year.  

Barr Beacon pupils hosted a pupil each in their home,

immersing them in the English culture, helping them to

develop their English language.

Our pupils prepared for the hosting by completing tasks

(including building castles out of a range of materials) to

meet the objectives set out in the history-based project,

for when our partners arrived.  Throughout the

week, all pupils and teachers were involved in a range of

excursions, visiting Dudley and Warwick Castle and

learning all about our more local history with a

day at the Black Country Museum.  

 

 

It was fantastic to see all pupils get along and enjoying the

hosting experience, which culminated in a final meal

which was attended by all parents, teachers andpupils

involved in the project.

Our next journey in the project will involve another 5

pupils travelling to the east coast of Italy in March 2020, to

experience the regional history of castles and to learn

about ghost stories and the legend that surrounds

them.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all parents

for their amazing time, effort and hospitality in making the

visit a real success.


